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INTRODUCTION 
The natural vegetat ive cover is class ified into a I imited number of 
b r oa d g r 0 ups 0 r t y pes t hat can be rea d i I y ide n t i fie don a e ria I 
photographs by the interpreter. 
Technical ecology and botanical classification using scientific 
terminology is purpose Iy avoided, as such deta i I is of little sign i-
ficance to the interpreter. Descriptive type names such as Short 
or Tall Grass, and Moss or Conifer Forest are generally used avoid ing 
many local names that usually apply to only one reg i on. 
For military information, interest regarding vegetation is usually 
confined to the collective features of ground cover comprising types. 
The term, type, appl ies to an area of land supporting a particular 
kind or group of plants forming vegetative cover with certain 
characteristics. These require separate c~ns ideration consistent for 
the area affecting mil itary operat ions; such as, movement of forces, 
concea lment from the a ir or the ground, ease of clearing, and uses of 
t he resource. 
Some types are la r ge and extensive. As an example, Rain Forest may 
cover hundreds of square miles, while other types may be clearly con-
fined to an area of less than one square mile, such as Mangrove 
Swamp, which occupies a slilall tidal flat . 
Landform characteristics, treated in Part One, are not included in 
RES T R C TED 
this consideration of military operations in vegetative types . 
However, the combination of plant cover, topography, and moisture 
influences the movement of forces, especially motorized equipmen t. 
Occurrence of tree species shawn on aerial photographs frequently 
ind icate certain existing landfor ms . Often features of topography 
give reason to expect that they afford sites for particular vegeta-
tive types. 
In addition to natural types of vegetation, the kinds ~f crops grown 
on cultivated lands justify analysis by the photo interpreter for 
the height and density of the crop on the ground, or moisture require-
ments in various stages of cultivation can influence military opera-
t ions . 
A key is contained in each section as an aid to the identification of 
natural vegetation types and cultivated crops shown on aerial photo -
graphs . Keys have certain limitations as they require careful study 
of each step to obta in the correct answer. 
Types are not always defi nite in extent , and there are border cases 
that contain the mixed composition of several types. Var ia tion may 
exist due to change in cl imate, soil, water, altitude, or disturbance 
by ma n. 

NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
CHARACTER OF TYPE 
Vertical and obI ique photographs provide 
the best neans of del ineating vegetation 
types of mi I itary sign if icance . The 
broad classifications needed are easi Iy 
determined from good black and white 
phot()graphs. 
Fig. 8.01 Rain Forest that is partly 
cleared. The large tree in the right 
background is Banyan; Dortion of a 
Papaya tree right foreground; Cocoa trees 
left foreground; red flowered trees are 
commonly called Flame of the F()rest. 
Fig . 8.02 Rain Forest with undergrowth 
shO;ling a low Bamboo clump in right fore-
g r()und. 
Fig. 8.03 Ra in Fore s t t ha t ha s be e n 
partly cleared for cultivat ion; the 
largest trees a re Banyans; Taro at low-
err i gl1 t; a nd C oc oa t r e e sin c e n t e r 
background to left and right of road . 
Fig. 8.011 Typical buttressed tree com-
mon in Rain Forest. 
Fig. 8 . 05 Cultivated land . A coconut 
p.antation free of undergrowth. Spacing 
,)f t rees allows good visibility on the 
groun d. Note fern epiphytes on tree 
trunks. 
Fig . 8 . 06 Hipa Palm forming a fringe 
type on oppos i te river bank . Coconut 
p a I ms are i nth e ba c k g r 0 u n d . 
Fig . 8 . 07 Hipa Palm on left bank of 
river, showing uniform height and absence 
of stems. Brackish water floods the 
area at high tide . Coconut trees and 
undergro wth on the right bank. 
Fig. 8.08 Main Forest extending to high 
water level on banks of river; note vine 
covered stumps in foreground and under-
grow t h beneath the Coconut trees. Hill 
in the background has short grass type 
cove r . 
Ident ical areas shown in figures 8.0 I 
through 8.08 are al so shown in vert ical 
and o bI ique photographs on pages 8.03 
and 8.011 







RES T R C T E 
FIG. 8.09 ESPIRITU SANTO, NEW HEBRIDES 
Rain Fore st partly cl eared. Some of the area has been 
cultivated in the past, accounting for the presence of papaya 
and taro. Undergrowth is encroaching into abandoned clearings . 
Hote coconut pi antation lower center. Espi ritu Santo, Hew 
Hebride s Islands. Scale I: 11,636 
FIG. 8.1 0 MATANIKAU RIVER, GUADALCANAL 
Vertical aerial photographs of same area included in obliques. 
Open hi II s are covered wi th Short Grass type. Hipa Pal m and Rain 
Forest types are evident along the Matanikau River, Point Cruz, 
Gaudal canal. Scal e I: 7500 
RES T R C TED 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
CHARACTER OF TYPE 
The purpose of presenting close up ground photographs of veg etation types wit h accompanying 
vertical and obi ique aerial photographs of the same areas shown on this page, is to give the inter-
preter a better understandin g of how various trees and herbs with certain characte ristics go to-
gether forming vegetative types that can be recognized on aerial photos. 
Areas included in photograph sets on page 8 .02 can be located on the vertical 
and obI i que aerial photos on this page and the next. 
By clos~ study of sterev pairs ind iv idual tree~ shown in Figs. 8 .01 , 8 .02, 8.03. and 8.011 on 
page 8 . 02 can be observed in respective fields of view sho,"n on corresponding aerial photographs 
of Rain For est on this page. The location being shown at the point formed by the I ines bounding 
the fie I d of vis ion. 
The areas in photograph Figs. 8.05, 8.0~, 8.07 and B.OB correspond with the vertical and obi ique 
photos taken along th e Mata nikau River sho,"ing Nipa Palm, Rain Forest, and Short Grass types. Note 
th e Hipa Palms at th e bridg e shown In Fig. 8.06 for compuison with vertical and obi ique photographs 
of the same a rea on thi s paqe and the next. The Short Gr e ss in the background of Fig. 8.08 is visi-
ble in the vertic a l and obI i~u e with the field .)f vision designat ed. 
8.03 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
CHARACTER OF TYPE 
FIG. 8.11 MATANIKAU RIVER, GUADALCANAL FIG. 8.12 
FIG. 8.13 MATANIKAU RIVER, GUADALCANAL 
FIG. 8.11 
Rain Forest follows along the drainage 
system, lower di vi ding hi II s are covered 
wi tb Sho rt 3rass type. Note to the ri ght 
aNi pa Palm type at the bri dge across the 
Matanikau River, Point Cruz area, Gaudal-
cana l. 
FIG. 8.12 
Several types of vegetation are usually 
associated on dissected plateaus. Rain 
Fo rest follows the I ateral drainages, 
Short Grass occurs on steep, weI I drained 
slopes, while land subject to flood along 
a braided stream is suitable for Ta ll Grass 
orWildCane. 
FIG. 8.13 
Field of vIsion desi~nated is for area 
s how n ins t ere 0 g r 0 u n d vie w Fig. 8.08. 
Note slope of ridge covered with Short 
Grass at upper ri ght that is prominent in 
background. 
8 . 04 RES T R C TED 
RES T R C TED 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
FIG. 8.14 PACIFIC TROPICAL VEGETATION 
Above obi ique view contains representatives of 
all major natural vegetation types except Sago 
Palm. Vertical aerial photographs of simi liar 
types occur elsewhere in thi 5 part. 








8- --NIPA PALM 
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10---CASUARINA 
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NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
IDENTIFICATION OF TYPE 
KEY FOR THE IDENTIFICA liON OF VEGET A liVE TYPES IN THE PACIFIC TROPICS 
A Plants not cultivated; no man-made pattern discernible. Reference C 
B Plants in rows; man-made cultivation pattern discernible. Ref. SectionX 
C Pl an ts grow i n g in swampy or poo r 1 y drained soil, su bj ect to 
flood i n g. 
C Plan ts g rowi ng in well drained sit es; rarely or never subject 
to flood i n g. 
0 P I an ts wi th palm-frond leaves. 
0 Plan ts without palm-frond 1 eaves. 
E Leaves light in tone; rarely in distinct rosettes; all plants 
in clump are of uniform height (about 10 feet) without distinct 
flower stalks; usually grow in pure compact stands along stream 
banks near coast with roots submerged in brackish water. 
E Leaves darlc in tone forming a di stinct rosette; plants in same 
clump usually of variable height (10-50 feet); but compactly 
spaced. Conspicuous white flower stalks often protrude above 
center of rosette; usually associated with swamp ha rdwoods; 
areas subject to periodic flooding by fresh or only sl ightly 
brackish water. 
F Grass of uniformly grey tone and with ·velvety· texture re-
sembi ing sugar cane; usually confined to stream banks. 
F Trees of variable tone a.nd texture. 
G Trees usually dark in tone, wi th uniform height of 20 to ~O 
feet, confined to muddy coastal fringes and stream banks inland 
to the I imits of brackish water. 
G Trees of mottled tone and variable heights up to 150 feet, 
usually bounded on the seaward side by mangrove and on the 
landward side by rainforest. 
H Grass of uniformly grey tone and very fine texture. 
H Plants of mottled tone Md texture. 
Grass from ~ to 12 feH high; coarse texture. Moist level 
sites. 
Grass from I to ~ feet high; fine texture, well drain ed ,roll ing 
to steep terrain. 
8.06 
Ref. 0 





WI LD CAN E 
Ref. G 




T~ LL GRASS 
SHO RT GRASS 
J Bushes and small trees (10 to 20 feet in height) densely en -
tangled by vines; confined to areas t ha t have been cleared of 
jungle in recent years by man, fire,landslides, etc., and 
left to revert back to the jungle climax vegetation. Usually 
boun ded by jungle hardwoods on at least on e side. SECOHDARY GROWTH 
J Trees 50 to 150 feet hei ght. 
K Trees resemblin~ pine with narrow crown and long slender stem 
extending nearly to top of tree. These features frequently 
discernible from shadow case on light-toned sandy beach to 
to which tree is usually confined; crown has a I ight gray tone 
in aerial photos. 
K Trees with broad crown and branching stem. 
L Trees widely spaced, with grass-covered ground readily appar-
ent between them; confined to dry grass. 
L Trees densely spaced, wi th bushes and vines, instead of grass 
constituting the understory; confined to humid areas. 
M Trees confined in tropics to al ti tudes of ~OO to 1. 1,000 feet. 
Light in tone because of light ref lected from dense growth of 
moss and lichen on branches and ground. Tallest trees usually 
les s than 100 feet high. 
M Trees ranging from sea level to about 6000 feet. Mottl ed in 
tone because of the many species of trees which aimost invari-
iabl y grow in mixed stands - tallest trees 150 feet high or 
more . 
N Dense undergrowth ben eath treeS. Crown canopy of trees usually 
of variable height with frequent smal I openings where direct 
sunl ight can strike ground. Common in roll ing country on 
steep slopes along stream banks and at edge of swamps. 





MOSS FO REST 
Re f. N 
RAIN FOREST - UNDERGROWTH 
N Very I i ttl e undergrowth beneath trees; 1 argest trees form 
almost continuous crown canopy. 
RES T R 
RAIN FOREST 
C TED 
FIG. 8.15 (E) NIPA PALM 
FIG. 8.16 (E) SAGO PALM 
/ 
( 
FIG. 8.17 (F) WILD CANE 










FIG. 8.19 (A-G) SWAMP FOREST BETWEEN CULTIVA T-
ED AREAS 
FIG. 8.20 (I) TALL GRASS 
FIG. 8.21 (I) SHORT GRASS 
FIG. 8.22 (J- N) SECONDARY GROWTH 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
IDENTIFICATION OF TYPE 
FIG. 8.23 (K) CASUARINA 
FIG. 8.24 
FIG. 8.25 (M) MOSS FOREST 
FIG. 8.26 (N) RAIN FOREST 
8 .07 




Hipa, or Hipah Palm,is distributed at sea level throughout the tropics on 
sites that are usually submerged at high tioe. It is often found as a fringe 
along tidal streams. It is less tolerant to salt water than Mangrove, but in 
general is 1 imited to brackish waters, often upstream and adjacent to Mangrove. 
II. DESCRIPTIOH 
This palm is not in tree form. The leaves are 10 to 15 feet long and form a 
uniform stand with a height about the same as the length of the leaves, which 
or igina te from the mud or ground surface. They usually grow in such dense stands 
that few. if any,ot her plants can grow in association with them. 
III. OBSTRUCTIOH TO MILITAR Y OPERATIOHS 
(I) Visibility from the Air 
Complete cover prevents observati on from the air, except for large objects; 
however, these can easily be camouflaged or concealed by cut Hipa leaves. 
(2) Visib il ity from the Ground 
Troops or objects surrounded by Hipa are well hidden. Visibility is limited 
to ten feet or less inmost stands . As a hab it the leaves extend out over 
thewater along streams, and if the water is deep enough to accommodate boats 
theyare easily concealed. 
(3) Movement on Foot 
Ordinarilyvery difficult because of soft, muddy ground, and dense growth. 
Troo ps usually sink in over their ankles in mud, making movement slow and 
laborious. 
(,) Movement of Motorized Equipment 
Movement t hrough the dense growtn is almost impossible for amphibious 
craft or boats even at high tide. Along rivers fringed by Hipa palms, the 
deepes t part of the channel is normally found in close to the overhanging 
edge of the type. 
IV. METHOD OF CLEAR I" G 
H ipa Palms are easi Iy cut by hand labor using the Bolo knife or Malay Parang. 
Due to wet conditions, bulldozers would be ineffective, and burning imposs ible. 
V. USES 
Nipa is useless as building material, except for thatch constructi.,n. 
Dried leaves have some value for fuel . 
VI . APPEARAHCE 0" AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
Hipa is recognizable on vertical and oblique ae ri al photographs by its feathery 
appearance, light tone, uniform height, and swampy location. 
8.08 
FIG. 8.27 NIPA PALM, PHILIPPINE IS. 
FIG. 8.28 EXTENSIVE NIPA PALM TYPE, NEW GUINEA. SCALE 1 :4500 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 8.29 EMPRESS AUGUST A BAY, BOUGAINVILLE I. 
FIG. 8.30 NIPA PALM 
RES T R C TED 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
NIPA PALM 
FIG. 8.29 
Coastal deflected streams in the tropics are optimum 
habitats for Hipa Palm types . Extent of tidal influ-
ence can be readi Iy traced along rivers I ined with Hipa. 
FIG. 8.30 
Nipa Palm along stream navigable for small river 
craft. ObI i que photograph shows compa ri son for hei ght 
of overhanging palm leaves above the water, with 
height of small boats in foreground . This illustrates 
how boats could be concealed from ai r observation. 
FIG. 8.31 
Along river banks Nipa Palm type stands out in contrast 
to adjoining swamp and Rain Forest. Scale I: 15,000 
FIG. 8.31 EMPRESS AUGUSTA BAY, BOUGAINVILLE I. 
8.09 
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NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
SAGO PALM 
SAGO PALM 
I. OCCU RRENC E 
Sag o Palms, or Sac Sac ,generally grow in swampy areas inland beyond the extent of 
brackish water . They are frequently found along the coastal de ltas, but the largest 
stands exist along alluvial flood plains within 100 of the equator. 
II. DESCRIPTION 
Some forms of Sago are smooth, whi Ie others a re v ery spiny. Sago palms are 
usually more uneven in height than Hipa because the Sago Palm matures at various 
heigh ts, often reaching heights of 30 feet or more, whereas Nipa palms rarely exceed 
15' in height. Pure stands of Sago Palm are less common than Nlpa palm, as Sago 
usually grows in ass()ciation with other palms and hardwoods. The Sago Palm has a 
horizontal stem, \ hich I ies on top of the mud and produces many clusters of leaves . 
An erect trunk 20 to 30 f ee t tall extends upwards from the end of this horizontal 
stem. 
III. OBSTRUCTION TO MILITARY OPERATiONS 
(I) Visibility from the Air 
Cover is usua II y como I ete. 
( 2) Visibil ity from the Ground 
The dense tangle d growth provides good cover. Visibi I ity is I imited to a few 
yards. 
(3) Movement on Foot 
Movement is usually difficult because of t he ho>rizonta l stems, crooked trunks, 
and an undergrowth of bushes. The so>i I is always soft and muddy, and often 
under fresh >later . 
(~) Movement of Motorized Equipment 
If the soil is dry en oug h, tracke d vehicles should be able to make their way 
through the entang l ement. 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARI NG 
Because of the undergrowth, Sago> swamps are generally more difficult to clear 
than Ni pa swamps . If the ground is fi rm most of the trees can be removed by bull-
dozers. Living shlks are hard to burn because of their high mois ture content. 
V. USES 
Saqo Palms are soft and of little value for construction purposes. They are 
sometimes used by the natives for firewood. The erect trunk has great quantities of 
starch, which is the commerc ial sago and also a basic food in some areas. !n such 
areas sago palms are sometimes planted in rows and cultivated. The starch is ob-
tained from those trunks which are almost ready to flower. The trunk is split and 
the soft inner parts are removed, crushed, washed, and allowed to settle forming 
cakes of starch. 
VI. APPEARANCE ON AER IAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
Sago Palm appears darker in tone than Nipa Palm and more uneven in height. This 
dark t.>ne is br<>ken only by the flowers wnich extend higher than the general level 
and appear as light dots on the photograph. The leaves of each palm radiate from the 
top of the stalk to form a distinct rosette, often star-shaped. Such a pattern is 
rarely seen in other Palms. 
8 .10 
FIG. 8.32 BUNA AREA, NEW GUINEA 
Sago Palm type joining Rain and Swamp Forest types. Each white dot is a Sago 
Palm; note many are distinctly star shaped. Scale 1:7,500. 
FIG. 8.33 T ADJI AREA, NEW GUINEA 
Sago Palm in dense stand occupying site below Swamp Forest. 
RES T R C TED 
RES T R C TED 
gi ves the type 
in foreground 
FIG. 8.35 The different trees inassociation with Sago 
Palm gives the type various tones in aer ial photographs. 
FIG. 8.36 • 
ObI ique view of Sago Palm type on flood plain. 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
SAGO PALM 
FIG. 8.37 
Sago Palm type in center of stereo pai r. lIIhi te dots 
are flower rosettes that distinguish Sago. The Nipa 
Palm along the stream, and Coconut trees in lower 
foreground show comparison with Sago Palm. 
8 . II 




Wild Cane, or Pit Pit, occurs in swampy, low-lying coastal plains, lake 
plains, or river plains. It is oft en found along stream banks, or overflow 
areas, and is usually limited to small sites which may be covered with several 
feet of f~esh water . 
II. OESCRI PTION 
It is a wi Id species of sugar cane and individual plants rather closely 
resemble the domestic speci es. It is a tall grass plant, sometimes attaining 
a height of 12 feet, and is I ight green in color. It produces a white tassel 
of flowers. 
III. OBSTRUCTIOH TO MILITARY OPERATIONS 
(I) Visibility from th e Air 
Cover from the air is comple t e in tall Wild Cane. However, trampl ing or 
other disturbance of the grass by troops wi II leave signs which might 
leadto th e ir detecti"n fr om the air. 
(2) Visib i lity from the Ground 
Concealment from ground observation is good. Visi bil i ty is limited to a 
ve ry few feet. 
(3) Movement on Foot 
Travel on foot is difficult, as Wi Id Can e often grows in water or on 
muddy ground and f.:lrms a stand of coarse canes . 
(~) Movement of Motorized Equipment. 
Tracked vehicles can maneuver through the grass if the site is dry enough 
for tract ion. 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARI NG 
Clearing is easy if the area is not covered by water and the ground is not 
soft or muddy. Stands Oy Wi Id Cane are sometimes dry enough to burn. 
V. APPEARANCE ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
Wi Id Cane appears light in tone and even in height resembl ing Kunai grass, 
but with a coarse, felt-I ike t exture that is more characteristic of domestic 
sugar cane. It can be distinguished from the latter because domestic sugar 
cane is grown in uniformly rectangular fields. 
VI. USES 
Wi Id Cane has I itt Ie or no mi I itary value, though the stalks may have a 
high sugar content. 
8.12 
FIG. 8.38 LALOKI RIVER, NEW GUINEA 
The type usually extends to t h e banks 
of fresh water streams. 
FIG. 8.39 
Wi I d Cane often grows over 12 feet tall. 
Hote man in foreground for height comparison. 
FIG. 8.40 NEW GUINEA 
FIG. 8.39 NEW GUINEA 
Wild Cane along navigable river bank. This type occurs only above high tide level . 
RES T R C TED 







" . ~ 
Wild Cane type adhering to meandering st ream course . Tal I Grass types occupy 
slightly higher portion of flood plain, while Short Grass types are found.)n inter-
s t rea IT' rid ge s . 
FIG. 8.42 
Light.velvet-I ike toned type a I.>ng meandering river is Wild Cane. 
FIG. 8.43 
Wild Cane along braided river. Tall Grass occupies the site higher on flood plain . 
Hote burned over portion of Tal I Grass and Wild Cane types are darker in tone and 
smal l topographic detai l is visible . Scale 1:9000. 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 8.42 BURMA 
FIG. 8.43 NEW GUINEA 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
WILD CANE 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
MANGROVE SWAMPS 
MANGRO VE SWAMPS 
I. OCCURRENCE 
Along muddy coast I ines between the limits of tide and along stream banks as far inland as 
the I imi ts of brack i sh water. 
II. DESCRIPTION 
Mangrove trees usually gr~w to a height of about 40 feet, a lthoug h occasionally they reach 
heights up to 150 feet. They have thick, dar~ green leaves and ai r roots. The roots often 
ex tend from the trunk at a height of ten or more feet above the ground and develop at ri1ht 
angles to the trunk. Since the trees grow cl ose together the roots and trunks form a dense 
tangl e. A smaller tree known as "Api-Api" (Avicennias) is often fDund at the outer frin~e of 
the mangrov.e swam!). On the inner edge of the swamp larger trees, inc luding "Bruguieria SP . ", 
are often found merging into the normal Rain or Swamp Forest. At low tide the ground is often 
thick mud, varying in depth frDlll a few inches to several feet. Numcr.lus small, but often deep, 
water courses meand ~ r witnin the general swamp. 
III. OBSTRUCTION TO MILITARY OPERATIONS 
(I) Visibility from tn e Air 
Cover is genera l I y complete . 
(2) Vis i bi I ity from the Ground 
Con cealme nt is usually qo"d . 
(3) Movement on Foot 
Movement is difficult and !JS Jd lly requires much cu tting. The gr.:>und is muddy and slippery 
at low tide, and under water at high tide. Deep, muddy streams are common throughout the 
swamps. Travel on foot is made difficult not only by the s.:>ft mud, but also by numer.:>us 
air roots and large tree trunks with knees, the underwater portion of which often are 
covered with oyster shells t ha t are sharp and may inflict serious cuts upon the traveler . 
(4 ) Movement of Motoriz ed Equipment 
If there are sufficiently deep channels it is often easier to traverse the swamp by boat 
than on foot, espeCially at high tide. Mangrove swamps usually are barriers to all amphib-
i ou s cra ft and track ed veh i cl es. 
IV. M£THOD OF CLEARING 
Clearing must be done by hand labor. This is difficult to do b~cause of the slippery 
~round and the density and toughness of the stems and aerial roots. 
V. USES 
Large mangrove trees have very heavy, hard wood which makes excellent fuel. The strai~ht 
portions of the trees can be used f"r a very durable pi ling. 
VI. APPEARANCE ON AER I AL PHOTOGRAPHS 
Mangrove swamps can usually be recogn ized on aerial photographs by their position along 
brackish, muddy stream banks ; by their uniform, dark tone; and by their fine-textured, even 
ca nopy . 
8.14 
FIG. 8.44 PONAPE 
Dense Mangrove Swamp "ccupying extensive basin be tween mainland and 
oute r fringing reef. Scale I: 12.000. 
FIG. 8.45 
Aeria l photographs of Mangrove Swamps show uniform height and dark 
tone. 




Upl if ted coral heads entirely covered with Mangrove. 
FIG. 8.47 
Mangrove Swamp,hi gh tide. 
FIG. 8.48 
Mangrove Swamp,low tide;note aerial root system. 
FIG. 8.49 
Mangrove Swamp shown in relation to other associated 
types. Casuari na and Swamp Forest can not tol erate 
salt water, while Mangrove requires sites that are 
submerged part ti~e by tide. 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 8.49 NEW GUINEA 







NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
SW AMP FOREST 
SW AMP FOREST 
I. OCCURREHCE 
On low,swampy land which, though subject to flooding during the rainy 
season, may often be comparatively dry at othe r times of the year. Fre-
quently found in association with scattered Sago Palm and adjacent to Rain 
Forest occupying higher ground. 
II. DESCRIPTION 
Consists of a dense growth of trees. shrubs, and vines with occasional 
thin stands of Sago Palm. A distinctive feature of swamp forest is the large 
buttressed tree trunks. The crowns of t he trees often are flat-topped. 
III. OBSTRUCTION TO MILITARY OPERATIONS 
(I) Visibility from the Air 
Cover for troops is complete . 
(2) Vis i b iii t y from t he G r 0 u nd 
Within the forest concealment i& good. Due to heavy undergrowth and 
the large, buttressed trees, visibility is limited to a few yards. 
(3) Movement on Foot 
Movement is difficult because of the large, buttressed tree trunks, 
the heavy growth of tangled vines and swamp palms, and the boggy 
condition of the soil. During the wet season the whole area may be 
covered wi th severa I feet of water. 
(~) Movement of Motorized Equipment 
Movement of motor vehicles is generally impossible because of the mud 
and water throughout most of the forest. 
IV. METHOD OF CLEAR I Hr. 
Clearing is usually aone by hand labor, but is difficult because of 
the large, buttressed trees, the tangled undergrowth and swampy ground 
cond i t ions. 
V. USES 
Some of the large species of trees found in Swamp Forest have hard 
wood and make excellent firewood, lumber and structural timber. 
VI. APPEARANCE ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
The trees are usually of uneven height and frequently have flat tops. 
Water may be visible through gaps in the crown canopy. The presence of 
Sago or Mlpa Palms, the low altitude of terrain, and the proximity of 
open bodies of water offer further Indications. Often the tree tops are 
engulfed by vines, giving a mottled appearance from the a ir. 
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FIG. 8.50 
Low,swampy terrain supporting typical Swamp Forest. 
FIG. 8.51 
Swamp Forest tre es growing in flooded area which is d ry part of t he year. Swamp Forest 
cannot tolerate salt water. 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 8.52 
Swamp Forest on site sl ightly above water level of river. 
FIG. 8.53 
Swamp Forest occupies low, flat, fl.Jod plain too wet for support of Rain Forest. 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 8.54 NEW GUINEA 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
SWAMP FOREST 
Swamp Forest inhabiting flood plain above extent of brackish water. Looking down 
through openings in the canopy, water can be seen stand ing in areas remote from 
main streams. Scale 1:6,000. 
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TALL GRASS 
I . OCCURRENCE 
A common type of the tropical and semi-tropical plains, plateaus, or some-
times undulating t errain . Oft en considered as swamp grass, but not to be con-
fused with wi Id cane which is a distinct separate type occurring along streams 
near the coast. Tall Grass types may exist from sea level to an altitude of 
severa I thousand feet. 
II. DESCRIPTION 
The type, also known as L~lang, AI~ng Along, Kogon or Cogon depending ~n the 
the locality, is a tall, coa rse, rap id ly growing grass. It grows in great pro-
fusion and stands from II t~ 12 feet high and springs UP qu ick ly after a fire. 
The blades of grass are abou t i inch wide with usual I~ngitudinal fold and sharp, 
se rra ted edge. 
III . OBSTRUCTION TO MILITARY OPERATIONS 
( I) Vis i b iii t Y from t he Air 
There is no concealment unless the grass is extremely high. Disturbed grass 
usually accentuates track activ ity. 
(2) Visibility from th e Groun d 
The grass is usually taller than a man, causing visibility to be very lilAit-
ed . 
(3) Mov ement on Foot 
In Tall Grass travel is difficult but not impossible. The type is dis-
agreeable to troops because a fine dust arises fr<lm the grass. There is 
very little movement of air. Bla des are sharp enough to cut through light 
clothing. 
(II) Movement of Motorized Equipment 
The grass is not a serious obstacle to wheeled vehicles; tracked equip-
ment readi Iy traverses it without resistance. 
IV. HETHOD OF CLEARING 
The grass is easi Iy trampled down. When dry it can be burned; however, the 
fire often spreads out of control. 
V. USES 
It has no military value and most of the species are too coarse for live-
stock forage. 
VI. APPEARANCE ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
In general, grass lands are the eosslest types of vegetation to recogn ize on 
vertical or oblique aerial photographs. They usually cover extensive areas and 
have a very light, uniform tone. Although it may be desirable for military pur-
poses to know the height of the grass, this usually can only be roughly estimated 
on aerial photographs. Considering probable soi I, moisture content and level 
terrain, Tall Grass types can be distinguished from short grass on the ni lis. 
If some of the grass has been trampled, the height of adjacent g~ass is indicated 
by the length of the shadow on the trampled area. 
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FIG. 8.55 
Typical Tall Grass type composed of several species all requiring wet soil. 
Coarse rush, soedge, and wi regrass spec ies are c~mmon in the tYDe. 
FIG. 8.56 DUTCH EAST INDIES 
Tall Grass type in the foreground. Plants estimated to be about eight feet high 
judging by comparison of height of associated shrubs. Outch East Indies. 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 8.57 
FIG. 8.58 KIARI AREA, NEW GUINEA 
RES T R C TED 
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FIG. 8.59 CAPE GLOUCESTER, NEW BRITAIN 
FIG. 8.57 
Obi ique s ho\'/s Tall Grass type on I"wer pia in extend ing ba c~ to 
foothi lIs; Short Grass type occupies higher, rou~h terra in that 
is well dra ined. Ra in Forest follows courses .:>f streams . 
FIG. 8.58 
Tall Grass type occupying flat coasta l plain and adjacent foot 
hills. 
FIG. 8.59 
Extensive Tall Grass type interspersed with Rain Forest. Darker 
toned grassland has been burned. Trails are most conspicuous in 
burned a rea, but can be traced through the Ta II Grass . He i ght of 
grass is indicated by shadow of grass a l ong trail and margin of 
burn. Scale 1:10,325 
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SHORT GRASS 
I . OCCU RREKC E 
The short, fine grasses of the tropi cs and temperate zone occur on roll ing to steep hi lIs that are 
well drained, where soils are of poorer quality than found in the Tall Grass plains. For Short Grass 
types there is a wide range in altitude of habitat, extending from a few feet above sea level to over 
5000 feet in some localities. 
II. DESCRIPTION 
Short Grass types have numerous local names; Kangaroo grass is a c ommon term used in the South 
Pacific. Short Grass resembles Tall Grass on aerial ohotographs, but does not grow as coarse and 
with sl ightty less density. The grass is from I to ~ feet in height, and is usually associated with an 
occas iona I tree or shrub, frequentl y adjacent to Savannah and Ra in Forest types. 
III. OBSTRUC TION TO MILITARY OPERATIONS 
(I) Visibil ity from the Air 
There is no natural con cea lment possible. 
(2) Visibility from the Ground 
The grass is never tall enough to obscure the vision of a man . 
( 3) Moverrent on foot 
Not considering t errai n, this type has the least impediment for ground troops. Native trails 
followthe grassy ridges. Although there is no concealment, military forces often choose routes 
through Short Grass types in preference to travel throug h bordering Rain Forest typ es tnat offer 
concea I !'lent. 
(~) Movement of Motorized Equipment 
The type itself is not an obsta cle ts any wheeled or tracked vehicles. 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARING 
Clearing is not necessary. When the grass is mature, fire sometimes raoidly spreads through the 
tyoe. 
V . USES 
No military use, unless forage is needed for horses and mules; in such cases, green Short Grass makes 
a fai r supplementary feed. 
VI . APPEARANCE ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
As previously mentioned,Short and Tall Grass types are easy to recognize and separate from other 
tyoes, but the height of grass is difficult to determine from aerial photograohs. Considering other 
features,Short Grass can be distinguished from Tall Grass types with ease on most photographs when 
using site as a basis for identification. Part of the year Short Grass types are yellow in color which 
makes I ight gray tone on black and white photographs, with a uniform fine smooth texture. 
Short Grass is not ta II enough to cast a shadow along trai Is or edge of burn. Burned areas are 
dark toned, and trails through the burn are more evident,although track activity in any Short Grass 
type is eas i I y detected. 
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FIG. 8.60 BOEROE I. 
Sho rt Grass and Savannah types occupying dry terrain, and 
Rain Forest existing where tnere is more soi I moisture . 
Hot e burn ed grass I and in upoer port i on of stereo pa i r. 
FIG. 8.61 NEW GUINEA 
Short Grass type along crest of ridge surrounded by Rain 
Forest. Not e ro ad a n d tra i I through grass a rea. 
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FIG. 8.62 Short Grass type on sharp divides that are not suitable to support Rain Forest or Tall Grass types, which require greater soil moisture. Spur ridges. would 
provide easy route of travel, but without concealment. Small area has been burned near the coastal drainage the third from the right . 
FIG. 8.63 
Dissected plateau cove red with Sho rt Grass tyoe. The site assures good drainage. 
Shrubs growing in association is characte risti c of the type . 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 8.64 BLUCHER AREA, NEW GUINEA 
Level terra in in foreground covered by Short Grass type . Compari ng he ight of grass 
with palms make it obvious that the grass is less than four feet tall. 
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Type is commonly found in vicinity of native villages or towns, where Rain Forest or Rain Forest 
with Undergrowth has been c l ear ed for native gardens or plantations, which in turn have been abandoned. 
The soil supporting the original Rain Forest is usually of poor quality. After clearing it is not suit-
able for gardens after one or two years of use. Consequently,extensive areas have been cleared, gardens 
planted, and then abandoned. As a result,S econdary Growth invades the areas following cultivation as a 
stage of succession,in time returning to the origin31 cl imax Rain Forest. Disturbance of Rain Forest 
by fac tors such as fi re or l and sl ides wi II be followed by Secondary Growth covering the area. 
I) . DESCR I PTI ON 
Composition of the type con sists of a vari e ty of quick - growing, broadleaf, softwood trees and shrubs. 
The height depends upon age, but Secondary Growth types are generally composed of l ow trees and shru bs 
not exceeding 20 feet in height . The type is dense and often sup ports en tangled vines that form an almost 
i mpenetrab le jungle from t he ground up to about 10 feet in height . In th e first several years the type 
may consist only of a dense growth of vines, herbs and tree seed l in~s or sprJuts. 
III. OBSTRUCTION TO MILITAR Y OPERATIONS 
(I) Visibil ity from the Air 
C.Jver is usually c.Jmplete for troops, but motor vehicles and l arger objects are usually visible. 
(2) Visibil ity from th e Ground 
Concealment is normall y very good with visibility l imite1 b 2 few feet. 
(3) Movement on Foot 
Much c utti ng is r e quired to allow pe netrati"n of troops because of the dense, tangled grO\<th . 
(II) Movement of Motor ized E1U ipment 
Hotor transport is generally imp.Jssible; heavy tracked vehic l es and tanks could break through most 
secondary types . 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARING 
Trails can best be cut with a heavy knife or axe . Bulldozers may be emp loyed successfully for pushing 
large areas free of vegetation, especia lly when the trees are less than six inches in diameter . Under 
fav"rable conditions fire will burn the type if there is a mixture of dry weeds and grass present . 
V. USES 
Most of the trees are soft wood, and too small to be of timber value, except for poles . 
VI. APPEARANCE ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAP HS 
Usually appears as small mottled patches less in height and lig hter in tone than surrounding forest . 
A sharp artificial line demarking I imits of the former cleared area usually can be distinguished . Rem-
nents of previous rows of crops can often be observed . 
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FIG. 8.65 
Secondary Growth cOlnposed of young broadleaf t rees and 
oa lms. Difficulty of travel on foot is indicated by 
densi ty of the type. 
FIG. 8.66 
Hew Secondary Growt h type consisting of d va r iety of 
trees and s~rubs . Understo r y of grass present cou ld 
calise fir e) to r apidly spread during d ry period . 
FIG. 8.67 
Obi ique stereo pair showing Secondary Growth type back 
of Coconut plantation strai ght I ines bound the type . 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 8.68 Mixture of palm plantations, garden5 and secondary growth types. Abandoned garden plots are 
turning t~ Secondary Growth ty~e in first stage of succession tOI'lard cl imax Ra in Forest. 
FIG. 8.69 Secondary Growth type I ines are distinct due to previ.>us clearing. 
RES T R C TED 
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SECONDARY GROWTH 
Mangrove Swamp along coast I ine;Secondary Growth 
covering upland. Scale I: 13,000. 
FIG. 8.71 Extens ive Secondary Gr<>wth types in vicinity 
of village . Scale 1:13,000 
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Casuarina is widely distributed in the Pacific tropical islands. It genera lly grows in narrow 
stands along elevated sandy beaches, and usual;y indicates an area above hig h tide l evel that is well 
suited for mechaniz ed landing equipment. On Java and ce rtain oth er islands,another kind of Casuarina 
forms forest s inland up to an altitude of 9000 feet. 
II. OESCRI PTION 
The word Casuarina is both the scientific and common name for the tree that is also local ly known 
as Agaho and Ironwood. This tr ee has a 9ray-green faliage, resembling P ine, altho ugh th ey a re not 
Conifers. Mature tr ees are medium sized, gro.ling to app roxi ma t e ly 100 feet in height and 8 to 36 
inches in diameter. They form open stands , but the can opy ov e rhea d is fairly continu;)us. As the 
sandy beach builds up, Casuarina seedl ings and s prout s e ncroach upon the newly formed elevated strip 
of sand I~hich 9ives the trees the appearance of being in rOI~s. The r e is littl e undergrowth in Casuarina 
stands except reproduction . The ground surface is usually c overed with duff c onsisting of leaves, 
tI~i gs and numerous seeds . 
II I. OBSTRUCTIONS TO MI LITARY OPERATIONS 
(I) Visibility from the Air 
Cov e r is good under the complete canopy, though the s tands are often very narrol<. 
(2) Visibility from th e Ground 
Concealment from ground observation is fair to poor since there is little or no dense undergrowth . 
Visibil ity from within is generally good. 
(3) Movement on Foot 
Trave l through Casuarina groves is usually easy. Trees are spac ed irregularlY,allowing troops 
to pi c k a way through the type . 
(~) Mov emen t ~f M~toriz ed Eq uipment 
Inmany cases l anes are wide enough to let vehicles through. The ground is usually firm, well 
drained , and there are small quantities of undergrowth to impede tracked or wheel ed vehicles . 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARING 
The wood is ha rd and tough and mature trees must be felled with an axe or saw . Trai Is through 
occas ional undergrowth can be cut with bolos or taken .lut with bulldoz ers . 
V. USES 
Larg e tr ees make good post and pole material for construction purposes, as the wood is strong, 
heavy and durable. It also makes good firewood. Cities in tropics and semi -tropics often use Casu-
a rina for wind breaks and shade along streets. 
VI. APPEARANCE ON AER I AL PHOTOGRAPHS 
Casuarina appea rs I ight in tone on aerial photographs. It is often recognizable by the shadow 
cas t on th e I ight , sandy beach which reveals an exc urrently branched stem simi lar to that of Pine. 
On larg e scale photographs a slight feathery appearance is noticeable. Heights are not uniform, but 
t he type stands out in c .ln s trast to bordering vege tation. 
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FIG. 8.72 
Shad ows cast across the be ach and shallo '" water show Casuar ina 
trees with characteristic appearcnce similar t o that of pine. 
Cities and towns loc a ted on Pa c ific Is l ands frequen tl y plant 
Casuarina trees for sh ade ~ I()ng the streets . 
FIG. 8.74 NEW GUINEA 
High sandy beach is c ove r ed I.ith Cas uarina type. The trees 
exist just above th e ex tent of wave action at high tid e. 
Although a natural vegetat iv e type, the tre es appear in r;)ws. 
RES T R C TED 
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[ FIG . 8.75 
FIG. 8.76 RABAUL, NEW BRITAIN 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 8.77 NEW GUINEA 
FIG. 8.75 
Casuarina on hi gh, well drain ed sandy beach. Mangrove 
along back channel grows on site submerged part time 
~y ti dewater. 
FIG. 8.76 
Planted Casuarina along a ci ty street . 
FIG. 8.77 
Casuarina type along high, well drained sandy beach. 
A row of reproduction is noticeable between the mature 
trees and the high water line. Good traction for 
vehicles is evident by presence of tracks. 
FIG. 8.78 
Street I ined wi th two rows of planted Casuarin a trees 
which are mature and larger than most of those found 
in natural stands . 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
CASUARINA 
FIG. 8.78 
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SAVA NNAH FOREST 
t. OCCURRENCE 
Confined to areas of less rainfall, especially on plains to the leeward 
of high mountain ranges, in tropic and temperate zones, usually from sea 
level up to medium altitudes . Soils supporting the type are usually porous, 
well drained, ana of poor quality consisting of sandy clay. 
II. DESCRIPTION 
Trees in a Savannah type are drought resisting, most nearly resembl ing 
desert vegetation of any trees in the tropical zone. They are widely spaced, 
from approximately 20 yards to over 100 yards apart. ObI ique views often 
appear as an open orchard. Wide spacing allows t he growth of dense ground 
cover of grass as an understory that is usually from I to 4 feet high extend-
ing through the enti re type area. 
III . OBSTRUCTION TO MILITARY OPERATIONS 
( I ) Vis i b i 1 i t y fro m t he Air 
Cover is poor to fair depending upon the density of trees and he ight of 
the grass. Concealment is usually limited to small spots beneath tne 
scattered t rees. Vehicle track activity, in ~eneral, is clearly vi·sible 
in the trampled grass. 
(2) Visibil ity from th e Ground 
Concea l ment of troops or motor transport is usually difficult and visi-
bility is normally good because the grass is less than head high in the 
open woodland. 
(3) Mov emen t on Foot 
TroJPs can move freely through the type as there are no vegetation ob-
stacles. 
(4) Movement of 11otorized Equipm ent 
Wheeled and tracked vehicles can "perate without difficulty. The type 
isalways well drained and the soil is dry and solid except during wet 
weather. It quickly dries following rain storms. 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARIN G 
Clearing is obviously easy and not neces sar y for troop movement. Bu ll-
dozers can remove the shrubs and smaller trees. Blasting is practi cal for 
for trees over six inches in diameter. 
V. USES 
Trees of the Savannah type have little value except for firewood. The 
grass provides seasonal range for livestock. 
VI. APPEARANCE ON AER IAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
The trees are of mediulII height, widely but un iform ly scattered and having a 
gray tone in contrast with existing I ight toned cover of grass. 
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FIG. 8.79 
Ar id site inhabit ed by 5;nall tre e 5 and shrubs c on'posing a Savannah type . 
FIG. 8.80 
Typica I site occup ied by Savannah has roll ing terra in, dry soi I wi t h frequent out-
cropping of rock . 
RES T R C TED 
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FIG. 8.81 NEW GUINEA 
FIG. 8.82 NEW GUINEA 
R EST R C T E D 
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FIG. 8.83 NEW GUINEA 
Roads, trails and structures c l ea rl y defined in extensive Savannah 
woodland. 
FIG. 8.81 
Level plain supporting Savannah an d dr y crop plots. Note th e distinct 
type line at base of mountain which is covered with Shor t Grass. 
FIG. 8.82 
Rolling plains covered by Savannah type. Fringe of Rdin Fo rest exists 
along permanent streams. Roads and bui Idings in woodland are conspicuous. 
Trai ls are made by livestock. Scale 1:3,800. 
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Widely distr iout ed in the eastern tropics where mountains are saturated by an almost 
continu~us cl~ud belt. Most commonly found on steep mountain slopes between alti tudes of 
3,000 and 10,000 feet or slightly lower on north windward exposures. 
II. DESCRIPTION 
The site is wet resulting from long periods of rain and fog which completely saturates 
the soil and deep humus . Th e soil is generally clay,or sandy clay that supports this type 
of forest. The stand c~nsists of a dense growth of small trees, often less than 30 feet high, 
with branches cl o se to the ground dripping with moisture . The tree trunkS, tangled branches 
an d g rou Dd surface are covered with mosses, ferns, epiohytes, and other herbace~us plants. 
I.~oss Forest is sometimes refe rred to an an "Elfin Forest" because of the curiously dwarfed 
g rote sque form o f the trees. 
III. OBSTRUCTION TO t~lll TARY OPERATIONS 
(I) Visibility from the Air 
Cover from tne ai r f or troops is c omplete. 
(2) Visibility from the Ground 
Concealment is good with visioility restricted to a few yards because of the dense 
growth of branches close to the ground. Moss and epiphytes on the trees and ferns on 
th e groun d also lim it vision. 
(3) Mov em en t on Foot 
Ex tremely difficult and hazardous . The low b r anches of the trees form a dense network 
c lose to the g round and footing is hidden by thick layer of moss and humus . In 1 imestone 
formations moss often covers deep chasms, and a false step may cause a fall of many feet . 
Nativ es and mi 1 itary forces u~ually avoid Mo ss Forest . 
(~) Movement of Motoriz ed Equipment. 
Travel of all vehic l es is practi ca lly im possible. Wet conditions ass ociated with 
usually steep terrain makes Moss Forest a barrier to traction equi pment. 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARING 
Clearing is usually difficult, axes or blasting is necessary to remove vegetation of 
the ty oe . 
V. USES 
The trees are usually small ana c rook ed in shapp with very littl e clear bole, making 
them inferior f or timber, and normally too wet for firewood. 
VI. APPEARANCE ON AERIAL PHOTOGRA PHS 
Simi lar to Rain Forest but generally 1 ighter in tone due to the refl pcted 1 ight from the 
moss and ferns . Crowns of individual trees pre sent a slightly distinct round or conical 
appea r ance that are smaller and lower than those of a Rain Forest. Identi fying the type 
on aerial photographs , the interpreter should keep in mind the occurrence is 1 imi ted to 
al titude and wet climate prevailing within the ~ lou d belt. Due to consistant cloud coverage, 
it is often difficult to oot"in high vertical aerial photvgraphs of the type. 
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FIG. 8.84 BOUGAINVILLE ISLAND 
Moss Forest occurring nea r mounta in crest. 
FIG. 8.85 NEW GUINEA 
Small sca l e vertica l ae ri a l photographs of Moss Forest. Sorre openings 
a re probably too swam py t o suppor t tre es . Scale 1:211,000. 
FIG. 8.86 LEYTE, PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 
Ob lique view showing north slope of mounta in I. it h Moss Forest type at 
summit which is ov e r 2 . 000 feet above sea level. 
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FIG. 8.87 HABBEMA LAKE AREA, NEW. GUINEA 
Unusually tall trees in Moss Forest at a ltit ude over 9000 fep.t. 
FIG. 8.88 
Trees of tropical M.>ss Forest supporting variety of plants attached to trunks and 
branches. Altitu de is over 3.000 feet. 
FIG. 8.89 
Leaning trees of I~oss F.>rest sUJgest direction of prevailing wind; herbaceous 
vegetation includes many species of ferns. 
RES 1 R C TED 
FIG. 8.88 NEW GUINEA 
NATIVE TROPICAL VEGETATION 
MOSS FOREST 
FIG. 8.89 HABBEMA LAKE AREA, NEW GUINEA 
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I. OCCURRENCE 
Varities of this type are the most prominent and widely spread forms of vegetation cover in the 
Pacific tropi cs. Rain Forests with Undergrowth occur along high banks of watercourses, at the edge 
of clearings, or on s lopes of most mountain:;. Aft er abandoned clearings have been occupied by 
Secondary Growth,these types graduallY evolve into Rain Forest with Undergrowth followed by Rain 
Forest without undergrowth which is the cl imax or permanent growth. 
II. DESCRIPTION 
Rain F()rest with Undergrowth has the forest floor covered with a dense understory of tangled 
shrubs, creepers, vines, palms and other plants ranging up to 20 feet or more in height. The stand 
is not uniform in age or heigh t until the mature Rain Forest type de velo ps with a dense canopy . 
''' . OBSTRUCTION TO MI LI TARY OPERATIONS 
(I) Visibility from the Air 
Complete c on cea lment usual l y is provided by the combined effect of the overhead canopy and 
und e rq rowt h. 
(2) Vi si bility from th e Ground 
Concealmentwithin the forest is very good when there is dense undergrowth. Visibil ity is 
usua l I y better after the undergrowth has been shaded out . 
(3) M;)vement (In FOJt 
When undergrowth exists troop movement is extremely difficult, slow, and laborious, requiring 
a great amount of work to open trails . Rain Forest without undergrowth all()Ws easy travel . 
(t+) Movement of ~otori !ed Equipment 
Large trees are barriers; heavy tracked vehicles can slowly break way through most of the 
unde rg rowt h. 
I V . ~t ET HOD 0 F C L EA R I N G 
Knife work or bulldners are practical to remove undergrowth. Large trees must be felled by 
axe and saw, or sometirres blasting is effective. Large trees in camp areas are often cut to avoid 
da nge r of ~Ii nd fa I I . 
V. USES 
Rain Forest contains various species of hard\~oods that are suitable for saw timber. Bridge 
timber, sills, shJring, and olank for decking are the principal uses for timber sawed into lumber 
for 'Oil itary purposes. This joes not require so much selection of species as the choice of tall 
trees having clear, sound boles of three to four log lengths. Tall saw timber can usually be found 
by examination of aeria l photographs; also other important features,such as dens ity of the stand, 
accessibility for a logging operation, and extent of the desired type can be determined. 
VI . APPEARA NCE ON AER tAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
This tyoe has a mottled appearance as the mixed stands contain species with leaves lighter in 
tone than other associated species A few dead,or partially deciduous trees scattered in the forest 
can;>py add to the mottled effect. The ~eneral tone is I ighter than Mangrove but darker than that 
of ~toss Fllrest. The texture is roug h,or irregular due to variation in size and height of the trees . 
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FIG. 8.90 BOUGAINVILLE ISL A ND 
Rain Forest \~it h Undergrowth showing variation i n crown form. 
Undcrqro>lth c on s ists of sma II trees, shrubs, and ba mboG. 
Uniform toned area at I "wer center has appearance similar t G 
secondary gro~,th, however , much of the understory is composed 
of Sago Pa l m. Sca Ie I: 10,000 
FIG. 8.91 
Op en and irreg ular canopy he ight indicates Ilain Forest "ith 
undargrowth pr esent . 
RES T R C TE D 
Rain Forest with small amount.:lf Undergrowth. Tree boles are tall and straight 
indicating dense shade that excludes undergrowth. 
FIG. 8.93 
Cleared a rea supporting grass, shrubs and small trees in Rain Forest with Under-
growth type. 
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FIG. 8.94 · VICINITY OF RICHTHOFFEN BAY, NEW GUINEA 
Ob li que view of Rain Forest with Undergrowth. Hote the variation in tree hei ghts 
and dens ity of understory. 
FIG. 8.95 
Ra in Forest a Imost free of Undergrowth . Movement of t roo ps on foot would be easy 
through this type. Large trees are too c lose to gether fo r vehic l es to travel. 
8.3 1 
NATIVE TEMPERATE ZONE 
VEGETATION 
NATIVE TEMPERATE ZONE VEGETATION 
IDENTIFICATION OF TYPE 
FIG. 9.01 (B- D) SEMI-TROPICAL FOREST AND CULTIVATED LAND 
FIG. 9.02 (D) TRANSITION FOREST AND BARREN LA V A 
FIG. 9 .03 (D) CONIFER TIMBER AND SECOND GROWTH 
FIG. 9.04 (E) ALPINE TYPE OF NORTHERN MEDIUM ALTITUDE SITE 
9.02 
KEY FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF VEGETATIVE TYPES IN THE PACIFIC TEMPERATE 






Plants uncultivated no man-made pattern discernable. 
Plants cultivated; geometric, man-made pattern. 
Forest types; area densely covered with trees. 
Scrub trees and brush widely scattered with areas of herbaceous plants or 
tundra readi Iy a?parent in open spaces between trees. 






D Hardwoods 30 to 60 feet high; altitude 100 to 1000 feet above sea level; 
uniform dark tone. SEMI-TROPICAL FOREST 
D Mixture of evergreen and deciduous hardwoods including Mulberry thickets; 
some conifers present. Trees ~O to 100 feet high. altitude JOOO to IWOO 
feet above sea level; lack of uniformity gives mottled tone. TRANSITION FOREST 
D Evergreen coni fer timbe r 60 to ISO feet hi gh; alti tude IWOO to 10,000 feet 
E 
E 
above sea level; conical shape with uniform grey tone. CONI FER FOREST 
Trees low to medium hei ght;widely spaced wi th ~round covered by grass readily 
apparent between the trees; confined to dry sites with altitude 300 to 1000 
feet. SAVANNAH 
Dwarfed trees and low,flat brush scattered among moist herbaceous plant 
cuver including Tundra. Altitude o ... er 10,000 feet above sea level.' ALPINE 
'Altitude range for Conifer Forest and Alpine types occur at lower 
elevations farther Horth so that the types extend to sea level near 
the Arctic Zone. 
for identi fication of Savannah and Grassland types,the photographic interpretor can make 
reference to the Tropical Vegetation section, as the characteristics of these types occurin g in 
the Temperate Zone are similiar to those of the Tropics. 
The descriotion and significance regarding military operations in Semi-Tropical types is 
comparable to that given Rain Forest in the Tropical section and should be referred to for 
detai I. 
The Transition type is an unstable mixture of natural types and often the result of aban-
doned cultivated lands or areas denuded that are in stages of succession toward original natur -
al types. Characteristic details can best be determined by reference to natural or cultivated 
lands the Transition most nearly resembles. which might be varieties or mixtures of Conifer 
Forests and hardwood types . CI imate may cause t he type character to range from Semi-Desert 
scrub to the Secondary Growth as described in the Trop ic31 Section . 
RES T R C TED 
CONIFER FOREST 
I. OCCURRENCE 
Widely distributed in mounta inous areas between altitudes of ',000 and 10,000 
feet above sea level in most of the Temperate Zone,except near the Artic Zone th e 
type extends down almost to sea level. Usually found on sites where the tempera-
ture is moderate and soils are well drained. 
II. DESCRIPTiON 
In general,the trees are evergreen and cone bearing. They grow straight and 
tall,often reaching a height of 150 feet. Branches are arranged in whorls from a 
main trunk that is continuous to the extreme top. Species include cypress, pine, 
spruce, larch, cedar and fir. 
Except in very remote areas most of the virgin forest has been cut, and trees 
remaining are scattered or second growth. 
III. OBSTRUCTION TO MI LlTARY OPERATIONS 
(I) Visibility from the Air 
Dense canopy composed of mature trees and undergrowth conceals troops and large 
objects on the ground. 
(2) Visibil ity from the Ground 
Vision is obstructed in proportion to the density of the reproduction. Visi-
bi I ity is good if the stand is mature and has a canopy that shades out under-
growth. 
(3) Movement on Foot 
Usually easy to select a route through the type. 
(4) Movement of Motorized Equipment 
Tree trunks with diameters over 8 inches are barriers to a ll types of vehicles; 
tracked equipment can go through most young reproduction. 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARING 
Cutting by axe or bulldozers wi II clear reproduction. Larger trees require 
fell ing with saws. Stumps are blasted or burned. 
V. USES 
Mature trees make excellent softwood lumber and fuel. 
for posts and poles. 
VI.APPEARANCE ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
Re prod uet i.)n is use fu I 
Uniform light gray tone and casts shadows similiar to Casuarina. Tall slender 
trees are conical in shape . 
RES T R C TED 
FIG. 9.05 
NATIVE TEMPERATE ZONE VEGETATION 
CONIFER FOREST 
Sm all Conifer Trees, mountains of Horth Philippi~e Islands. 
FIG. 9.06 
Conifer Timber and mixture of Transition types with second growth. Sca l e 1:4,000 . 
FIG. 9.07 
Vertical photograph of pure Coni fer Forest. Small opening at upper edge was caused 
by fi reo 
9.03 
NATIVE TEMPERATE ZONE VEGETATION 
FORESTS OF JAPAN 
FIG. 9.08 JAPAN 
Transition Forest of eve rgre en oak and call1pho r . Japan. 
FIG. 9.09 KURILE ISLANDS 
Fi r , pine and hardwoods. Note flat crowns due to wind action . Kurile Is. 
9 . 04 
FIG.9.10 JAPAN 
Natural stand Kashiwa Oak in Southern Hok~aido, Japan. 
FIG. 9.11 JAPA N 
Spruce Forest . Central Hokkaido, Japan. 
RESTRICTE D 
FI G. 9.12 JAPA N 
NATIVE TEMPERATE ZONE VEGETATION 
DEFORESTED LANDS 
FIG. 9.13 CHINA 
FIG. 9.14 CHINA 
Land depleated of forest has been terraced and pl3nted with conifers to hold the soil. Thi s area could aopear 
on aerial pho tographs as terraced hi II crop I and. 
FIG. 9.13 
scattered low shrub successional of deforestation. 
FIG. 9.14 
Terrain denuded of forests,causing desert aspect . 
RE S T R C TED 9 . 05 
NATIVE TEMPERATE ZONE VEGETATION 
FOREST PRODUCTS 
FIG. 9.15 
FI G. 9.16 
9.06 
FIG. 9.15 
Bamboo rafts floa t to destination where 
commonly used for light construction . 
FIG. 9.16 
Rain Fo r est logs are towed in rafts to 
sawmills shown along waterf ro n t. rhe 
rough lumbe r is piled in yards to supply 
nearby woodworkin1 shops that are con-
structing small wooden boats. 
FIG. 9.17 
Lumbering operation in J a pan 
FIG. 9.18 
Coastal fi sh tr a~ made of na ti ve pol e s; 
simi lar shaped traps a re sometimes con-
structed of co ral. 
FIG. 9.19 
Logs are transported by rai 1 road from 
tropica·l forests to yard and adjacent 




RES T R C T E D 
ALPINE FOREST 
I. OCCURRENCE 
On mountains over 10,000 feet high,or above timber line in Formosa, with the type 
gradually dropping down to lower altitudes farther north,as it occurs at sea level 
near the Artic Zone. Alpine grows in climate having low temperatures where there is 
cons iderable prec i p itat ion and a very short frost· free per ioo . 
II.OESCRIPTION 
Vegetation is low, rarely higher than II feet. In areas exposed to strong winds 
woooy plants are uniformly prostrate and dense. In sheltered slopes or canYJns some 
of the dwarfed trees may grow higher. VegetatiM is composed of numerous herbaceous 
plants, shrubs, small trees belonging to the alder and willow famil ies, and tundra 
consisting of moss, grass and other cold resisting plants. 
III.OBSTRUCTION TO MILITARY OPERATIONS 
(I) Visibility from the Air 
No concealment possible except that material such as tundra is used as a natural 
camouflage to cover mil itary objects. Track activity and trails are clearly 
defined on good aerial photographs . 
(2) Vis i b iii t Y from the G r 0 u n d 
Generally there is no obst~uction to vision. 
(3) Movement on Foot 
Travel is easy except on wet, soft tundra . Trails are sJmetimes cut through shrub 
thickets. Snow is often a greater obstacle than the vegetation. 
(II) Movement of Motorized Equipment 
The vegetat ion itself is not an important barr ier, but tundra prevents drainage and 
a wet, spongy condition exists that will cause all but the lightest vehicles to 
mire down. 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARING 
In genera 1, no clear ing is necessary. 
V. USES 
Tundra and sod is used in construction of small huts and for the insulation of 
larger structures; some woody plants and peat prov ide 1 imited fue 1. 
VI. APPEARANCE ON AER IAl PHOTOGRAPHS 
Low vegetative cover that follows ground or rock form. Solmetimes thin tundra is 
confused with snow or barren rock surfaces. Woody plants are darker in tone,and in 
thickets ind ividual bushes are d iff icult to distinguish from t he large, irregular 
shaped mass of shrub patches. 
RES T R C TED 
NATIVE TEMPERATE ZONE VEGETATION 
ALPINE FOREST 
FIG. 9.20 ONEKOT AN ISLAND 
Extensive Alpine type in which darker toned areas are covered by dense low woody 
vegetation. Light toned cover is mostly herbaceous plants and poss Ibly some 
tundra. Note trails through the type. 
FIG. 9.21 FIG. 9.22 ONEKOT AN ISLAND 
Mottl ed patt ern of Alp ine type. Oblique photograph showing low flat 
ve get a t i ve c o v e r 0 f Al p i net y p e. 
FIG.9.23 PARAMUSHIRO ISLAND 
Alpine type consisting of low dwarfed trees,shrubs,and herbaceous p lants . 
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AGRICULTURAL LANDS OF THE TROPICS AND TEMPERATE ZONE 
IDENTIFICATION OF TYPE 
FIG. 10.01 
(D) Coconut pI antation 'lI'lny trees rni ssing from rows. 
(E) Rubber in dark rectangle blocks. 
FIG . 10.02 
(0) Coconut pI antation below 
(J) Cotton in square field 'lbove. 
FIG. 10.03 
(F) CO f fee in fin e rows en din g 'l t edge 0 f Ra i n Fa res t. 
(F) COCO'l mi xed wi th low trees at I eft · of coffee. 
FIG. 10.04 
(G) Tea on te rraced slopes. 
(G) Fruit orchard on flat land lower left. 
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KEY FOR THE IDENTIFICATION OF CULTIVATED LANDS IN THE PACIFIC TROPIC 
AND TEMPERATE ZONES 
Man-made pattern discernable by regular lines fom;ng perimeter or rows. 
A Tree crops; Canopy supported above the terrain, crowns visible with height 
effect. 
B Ground crops; Homogeneous texture and composition that appears flat on the 
ground within each field or plot. Outl ine of an individual plant is rare . 
C Trees with long palm-like leaves having rosette appearance without branches; 
plantation. on level land. 
C Trees having small leafy foliage; branch system evident. PI'ntation on 
ro I l i n 9 to hi I I y I an n. 
D Trees planted in straight I ines; rows that radiate in two or more di rections 
with spacing of 25 to 30 feet apart . Crowns almost join; rosettes are com-
pact. 
D Trees usually irregularly spaced in small tracts. Often some distance be-
tween loose,extended rosette crowns. 
D Tre es in close rows that are sometimes i rreqular and non-distinctive. Ros-
ettes are crowded. Less uniform in height. (Confined largely toPhilippines). 
E Trees with dense,uniform high canopy; dark tone individual crowns or rows 
rarely discernable, rectangular. 
E Trees planted close together, indi vidual crowns not always distinct. Blended 
rows apparent. Light tone that is almost s i Iver for po rtion that is free of 
shade from adjoining forest trees . 
E Trees widely spaced; each individual crown clearly distinct in round form 
that is dark toned. 
F Occurs on roll ing,well-drained terrain often in rows with other plants that 
provide shade for the crop that appears as cultivated undergrowth. Usually 
over 2000' above sea level. 
F Occurs on level land that must be sheltered from wind by topographical feat-
ures, hedges or wind breaks; often rows of shade trees exist. 
G Trees uniformjcarefully spaced to avoid crowding on level sites; intensively 
cu ltivated; regulation of soil moisture usua~ly visible by existing drainage 
or i rri gat ion system. 
G I~ost frequently occurs on roll ing to steep slopes often requi ring terrace; 
common in rice paddy region; has dense dark foliage, usually a shrub. 













FRU I T ORCHARD 
TEA 
C TED 
AGRICULTURAL lANDS OF THE TROPICS AND TEMPERATE ZONE 
IDENTIFICATION OF TYPE 
H Fields of uniform composition; light tone when dry; no rows visible. Areas 
of intensive cultivation. Ref I 
H Plants distinctly in rows of dark tooe, tilled soil between rows has I ight-
e r tone. Ref J 
H 
J 
Plants partly in rows; entire area dark tone; level sites. 
Fields with velvet texture; rank growth 12 to 18 feet high, which is suffi-
cient to cast 51 ight shadow along margin. Fields are extensive rectangular 
areas on level terrain that has a regular drainage pattern. 
Fields with very fine texture, outline of each smal I plot distinct by sur-
rounding dike or bund several feet high. Areas are not uniform in size or 
shape as they are arranged according to topography. Boundary appears as 
contour I ines, especially terraced steps following the form of the watershed. 
Rectangular fields that are level ; good natural drainage and are not surround-
ded by ditches or bunds. 
Margin of each row appears to be irregular and rough with considerable dis-
tance between rows. Polling terrain that is well drained and intensively 
t i lIed. 
Ref K 
SUGAR CANE 
RI CE PADDY 
DRY GRA I N CROPS 
PIN EAPPLE 
J Rows are even,straight lines with smooth margins; rows close together, usual-
ly large areas. COTTON OR BUSH CROPS 
K Rows not uniform in spacing, overall tone is dark: usually confined to small 
K 
scattered plots in the vicinity of villages or town. VEGETABLE GARDENS 
large leaves obscure some existing rows; site is open freshwater lowland. TARO 
During the different stages of growth,cultivated land has various tone and appearance on 
aerial photographs. Tree plantations may have height ranging from several feet at time of 
planting to as lIIuch as 50 feet in height at full growth. Variety is even greater for ground 
crops as any condition might exist from a freshly tilled or flooded field to a ripe crop that 
may be in the process of harvest. 
Most of the cultivated lands occur where the climate is favora ble for a year-long growing 
period; as a result,there are some mature crop fields present in most areas at any given time. 
For identi fication, these should be considered for appl ication of the above key or in the follo~l­
ing descriptions. 
Rotation or diversified crops in a field or paddy is not COrMIon so other stages of gro",th 
can usually be identified by comparison with nearby mature crop lands, giving consideration to 
shape, size, and drainage pattern of fields. landform also suggests what type of cultivated 
I and to expect. 
R E ~ T R C TED 
FIG. 10.05 
(I) Sugar Cane in above fields about mature. 
Sugar Cane harvested from fi el ds below. 
Rice paddies on terraced slope. 
Sugar cane. level fi el ds wi th dark tone. 
FIG. 10.07 
(J) Pineappl eli ght tone ground crop. 
(D) Coconut plantation surrou nding tree crop. 
" 
FIG. 10.08 
(K) vegetab l e gardens. Smal l plots in vi Ilage. 
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AGRICULTURAL lANDS OF THE TROPICS AND TEMPERATE ZONE 
CULTIVATED TREES 
CUL TlV A TED TREES 
I. OCCURRENCE 
Pl anta ti ons and cu lt iva t ed areas are usually situated in the vicinity of the 
coas t near settlements. In general, most plantations are of c oc onuts, with 
rubber, cocoa and coffee being ,next important crops . Other cultivated tree 
crops found in these areas inc lude bananas, abaca, tea, cassava, quinine, citrus 
and oil palm. On some islands the area of cu ltivation is small in comparison 
with the total land area while other islands have extensive plantations c,Jvering 
most of the leve 1 land areas where the soi 1 is su itable . Some crops are re-
stricted t o very I imited regions while others have wide distribution . 
II. DESCR IPTION 
Cultivated areas are usually easily distinguished be cause of the regular 
I ines of d ivis ion, adjacent settlements or towns, and uniform he ight of trees. 
Coconuts in the natural state are more scattered while the cultivated plantations 
are in rows,usually 25-30 feet apart in eac h direction. Frequently, old abandoned 
plantations are vis i ble with remnant partial rows ex isting among encroaching 
Second Grow t h types . Other cultivated tree plantations are often difficult to 
accurately classify without some ground information. 
III. 0 B S T R U C T ION TOM I LI TA R Y 0 PE RAT I ON S 
(I) Visibility from the Air 
Pa lms, rubber, cocoa and coffee tre es a 11 provide good concealment for men 
andsmall equipment. Rubber tr ees hide all military objects on the ground. 
The amount of cover afforded by other tree crops wi 11 depend upon the 
density and height . 
(2) Vi s ibil ity from t he Ground 
Concealment would be poor to fair in well mana ged plantations, but in 
neglected areas young trees or brush encroach between the rows restricting 
visibility. 
(3) Move ment on Foot 
Usually easy by walking between the rows. 
(~) Movement of Motorized Equipment 
Travel in well-kept plantations is easy if the area is comparatively level 
with few streams or canals present. In poorly maintained plantations,where 
young trees have come in,movement may be retarded for wheeled vehicles. 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARING 
Genera lly easy by blasting stumps or trees as sometimes the entire trees 
a re up rooted . 
10 . 04 
V. USES 
On rrany Pacific Islands,plantations are the only economic resource which is 
often important in world trade. Mos t of the deve l opments such as port faci l iti es, 
warehouses, and dry ing racks were constructed for the industry. Coconuts pro-
v ide one of the pr inc ipa I foods for nat ives a nd is of mi 1 itary importance as a 
source of food for poorly supp l ied personnel. This is especially true regarding 
the enemy who has fre~uent1y been forced to subs ist almost entirely on coconut 
meat for cons iderab le t ime on isolated islands . Coconut logs make excellent 
temporary retaining walls, barricades, and revetments . Leaves are good source 
of natural camouflage . 
VI . APPEARANCE ON AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
Palm plantations are generally recognizable by their uniform spacing and 
systematic pattern . Often,removal of only one tree can be detected on ae r ia l 
photographs of an area where coverage is repeated . Rubber trees appear very 
dark in tone with a fine texture similiar to Mangrove,but is not confused if 
occurrence and site is considered . Cocoa, coffee and tea present an orchard-
I ike appearance with regular spacing when cu ltivated. Most culti vate d areas 
are cons picuous and c l early defined because of geometric patter ns . 
FIG, 10,09 
Variety of cui tivated trees presents characteristic pattern. Cleared a rea is 
prepared for another crop . 





Dark toned trees are rubber; remnant rows are Coco-
nut trees. Scale I: 12,000 . 
FIG. 10.11 
Distant obi ique view that includes a r eas shown to 
r i gh t. 
RES T R C TED 
AGRICULTURAL lANDS OF THE TROPICS AND TEMPERATE ZONE 
CULTIVATED TREES 
FIG. 10.1 2 GARYOE ISLAND 
Diverse plantation consisting of Coconut, Rubber, and Cocoa trees; the latter requi re prote-tion from 
wi~d.whjch accounts for the unusual pattern of trees that serve as a windbreak. 
FIG. 10.13 
Annotated low altitude obi ique view of the area included in Fig . 10.12. 
COCOA TREES 
10 . 05 








Tea fields in the neighborhood of Fujiyama, Japan . 
FIG. 10.1 5 
Young banana plantation. Trees are similar to Manila 
hemp, but space between banana trees is usually more 
than for hemp. 
FIG. 10.16 
Tea growing on a terraced hi II. 
FIG. 10.17 
Low, sparce, orchard-I ike trees cultivated in rows are 
tea. Oark toned thickets include Mul berry. 
FIG. 10.18 








AGRICULTURAL lANDS OF THE TROPICS AND TEMPERATE ZONE 
CULTIVATED GROUND CROPS 
CUL TlVA TED GROUND CROPS 
I. OCCUR RE NCE 
In the trop ics and warmer portion of the Temperate Zones sugar cane, cotton, 
ri ce paddies, native gardens and other ground crops are widely distributed where 
there a re better soils that have regulated Irrigation or drainage . Intensity of 
agriculture, especia ll y on steep slopes, depends upon t he demand Jf populat ed 
loca lit ies . 
II . DESCRIPTION 
Su gar Cane fie l ds are generally large and rectangular in shape with dense 
cover . Dikes and canals are common around the fields . The cane is tall, often 
growing 12 to 18 feet high. Rows are not evident in ma ture stands. 
Rice paddies are more irregular in shape with variation ranging from almost 
circu l ar to square . The natural drainage system or slope often controls the size 
and shape. Levee s, or berms, surrounding the paddies are slightly higher than the 
mature rice which grows seven feet high. Water stdnd ing in the furrows or over 
the entire fields is characteristic part of t he year . 
Cotton is planted c lose together in rows on d ry sites . The plants are 3 to II 
feet high. 
Pineapples are planted in wide spaced rows hav ing irregular margins; soil 
between t he rows. The soi I is well dra ine d and often I ight in co lor. The pl ants 
are several feet high and about as wi de with sharp Ninted leaves extending in all 
direc tions from t he center. 
III. OBSTRUCTION TO MILITARY OPERATIONS 
( I) Vis i b iii t y from the Air 
Sugar Cane conceals troops and small objects on the ground, but intensive 
trackactivity is c learly visible. Most ot he r ground crops are too low to 
concea I obj ects from the air . 
(2) Visibility fr.:>m the Ground 
Excellent in all cultivated ground crops except sugar cane,which limits vision 
to a few feet when the cane is highe r than a man. 
(3) Movement on Foot 
Difficult for troops to travel through dense cane fields. Other cultivated 
ground crops are not serious obstacles, except flooded rice paddies whiCh are 
difficult unless walking is confined to dikes or berms. 
(II) Movement of Motor ized Eq~i pment 
Tracked vehicles can usually operate in cane fields, and most wheeled equip-
mentcan travel t hrough other crop l ands when drained or dry. Rice paddies 
when flooded, are barriers to all vehicles because of the deE'p, muddy, fine 
silt. When dry , travel is easy, especially after the soil has baked. 
RES T R C TED 
IV. METHOD OF CLEARING 
Sugar cane can be cleared by burning during dry periods, or it can be cut 
with kn ives as in harvest. Clearing is not a problem f.:>r other cultivated ground 
c rops. 
V. USES 
The name of the c rop su~gests the use. 
VI. APPEARANCE ON AER IAL PHOTOGRAPHS 
Sugar Cane is simi lar to wi ld cane, with a I ight tone and fine, ve lvet texture. 
Fields are bJunded by straight lin es , but no rows are visible when mature. 
Rice paddies are small, and bounded by geometrical s traight or curved lines. 
Cotton fields have medium-light texture and tone. Fine un i form rows are visi-
ble although pl ant s appear to cover the entire area. 
Pineapples are planted in long, strai ght, conspicuous, rows with space of 
da r ker toned, tilled soil between the r;)ws . Tone is light .. ith varigated texture. 
FIG. 10.19 PHILIPPINE ISLANDS 
Extensive fields of Sugar Cane, also included are Coconut plantations, and some 
grain c rop land. 
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AGRICULTURAL lANDS OF THE TROPICS AND TEMPERATE ZONE 







Extensive Sugar Cane fields . Hote the net-
work drainage and irrigation s ystem. Stereo 
~ai r scal e I: 12 ,625. 
FIG. 10.21 
Intensive subsistence for'll of agriculture in 
densely populated area accounts for small, 
i rregul a r-shaped Su gar Cane fi el ds . Ci rcu I ar 
foms in center of photos are Sugar Cane 
grinders that might be confused with military 
installations. 
FIG. 10.22 
Sugar Can e grown by nati ve cu i tivation . 
~ote hei g h t comp a red with man . 
FIG. 10.23 
Clump of semi-domesticated Pineapple plants 
gro wn in Solomon Islands. 
FIG. 10.24 
Pin eapple plantation wi th typical well-cult-
ivated rows . Note the well-drained soil. 
FIG. 10.25 
Distant oblique shows group of rice paddies 
with distinct dike around each field . 
FIG. 10.26 
Ri c e paddy being preoared for planting. Note 









RES T R C TED 
AGRICULTURAL LANDS OF THE TROPICS AND TEMPERATE ZONE 
CULTIVATED GROUND CROPS 
FIG. 10.30 
FIG. 10.31 
FIG. 10.27 - FIG. 10.31 
Paddies with rice in various stages of maturity are 
shown in the above series of obi ique photos. 
FIG.10.32 FORMOSA 
Intensively cultivated region In Formosa with rice 
paddies having typical shape and size,entirely util-
izing area available. 
FIG. 10.33 SAIGON 
Large rice paddies on low flood plain. Oark toned 
fields are prepared for planting, I ighter toned areas 
show the crop ready to cut or are in s hock. Several 
crops a year is the usual practi ceo Ri ce is sometimes 





PUBLICATIONS PREPARED AND AVAILABLE 
AT U. S. NA VAL PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER 
• JAPANESE PILLBOXES FEB. 1944 JAPANESE ANTI-AIRCRAFT AND 
JAPANESE AIRCRAFT SHELTERS MAY 1944 COAST AL DEFENSE GUNS FEB. 1945 
JAPANESE SUPPLY DUMPS JUNE 1944 BEACH INTERPRET A TlON FEB. 1945 
JAPANESE LANDING CRAFT OCT. 1944 JAPANESE AIRCRAFT MAR. 1945 
DETERMINA TlON OF SHIPS' SPEEDS JAPANESE SHIPPING MAY 1945 
FROM AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS OCT. 1944 PACIFIC LANDFORMS AND VEGETATION MAY 1945 
UNDERWATER DEPTH DETERMINATION OCT. 1944 PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRET A TlON HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENTS: 
JAPANESE ELECTRONICS MAR. 1945 
JAPANESE ELECTRONICS JAN. 1945 JAPANESE MILITARY BUILDINGS APRIL 1945 
JAPANESE ANTI-AIRCRAFT AND COASTAL DEFENSE GUNS APRIL 1945 
JAPANESE MILITARY BUILDINGS JAN. 1945 JAPANESE AIRCRAFT APRIL 1945 
PUBLICATIONS IN PREPARATION BY PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER 
PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRET A TlON HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENTS 
SHADOW FACTOR TABLES PLOniNG 
PUBLICATIONS PREPARED JOINTLY BY PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER 
AND HYDROGRAPHIC OFFICE, NAVY DEPARTMENT 
INTRODUCTION TO OBLIQUE PHOTOGRAMMETRY FEB. 1945 
PUBLICATIONS PREPARED JOINTLY BY PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE CENTER 
AND OFFICE OF ASSISTANT CHIEF OF AIR STAFF, INTELLIGENCE, U. S. A. A. F. 
PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION HANDBOOK APRIL 1944 
THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY JULY 1944 
THE COKE, IRON, AND STEEL INDUSTRIES 
THE ALUMINUM INDUSTRY 




THE EXPLOSIVES INDUSTRY 
THE SHIPBUILDING INDUSTRY 
DEC. 1944 
APRIL 1945 
PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRETATION HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENTS 
STANDARD SYMBOLS DEC. 1944 
PUBLICATIONS UNDER JOINT PREPARATION BY PHOTOGRAPHIC INTELLIGENCE 
CENTER AND OFFICE OF ASSISTANT CHIEF OF AIR STAFF, INTELLIGENCE, U. S. A. A. F. 
THE COPPER, LEAD, AND ZINC INDUSTRIES 
INDUSTRIAL TARGET ANALYSIS 
THE MAGNESIUM INDUSTRY 
THE POWER AND GAS INDUSTRIES 
RESTR I CTED 
THE SUGAR AND ALCOHOL INDUSTRIES 
PHOTOGRAPHIC INTERPRET A TlON HANDBOOK SUPPLEMENTS 
INDUSTRY 
RECONN AISSANCE PHOTOGRAPHY 
• pending revision 
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